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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A Gallery of Dogs in the 19th
Century is a chronological time-capsule of 350 photographs and illustrations originally published in
50 books and magazines from 1858 to 1898. During these years, ancient canine breeds were defined
and refined into modern breeds that are now beloved domesticated family members in millions of
households. Three enduring organizations were founded in this pivotal era: the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (1866), the Westminster Kennel Club (1877), and the
American Kennel Club (1884). Dogs had long been bred for specific localized tasks-hunting,
retrieving, herding, protecting property, pulling a sled, turning a wheel-but there were no
established standards or criteria for breeds. The Victorian Era gave birth to widespread controlled
breeding. Kennel clubs in England, Holland, Germany and other countries began standardized
breeding in the 1850s. The public was introduced to new breeds through the only media available:
printed newspapers, books and magazines. The photographs and illustrations they published
inspired affections Americans began to feel toward favorite breeds. Public enlightenment led to
banning brutal animal sports like bull-baiting, bear-baiting, and...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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